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The Air Jordan 32 &lsquo;Rosso Corsa ’ releases later this month and today we’re
taking look at what it’s made of.

The Air Jordan 32 is one of the more anticipated models that we at kd10sale.com
can’t wait to play in and that’s because it seems to offer a little bit of
everything.

Large Zoom Air units, found beneath the forefoot and heel, measure 11mm thick and
13mm thick, respectively. However, only the forefoot unit has been implemented as
Unlocked Zoom Air (where nothing surrounds the unit) so that’ll be the only thing
between your forefoot and the hardwood.

The heel unit appears to be bottom loaded so this area should feel similar to the
drop-in midsoles that have been featured in the Kobe A.D. NXT and Kobe 11 Elite .

There is a Pebax (TPE) moderator plate running along most of the footbed internally;
it should stabilize the ride up front so you don’t sink too far into the Zoom unit
and pop it. This type of setup has become somewhat traditional in the annual Air
Jordan since the Air Jordan XX8.

The upper is comprised of Flyknit and it’s backed with multiple layers of nylon and
padding. Air flow may be significantly reduced with all of these layers and the
fabric within will likely soak up a lot of moisture that ends up building up inside
the shoe. This became a problem with my Air Jordan XX9s eventually because the shoe
(which is built like a sock) ended up smelling like old dirty gym shorts after a
couple of months worth of use.

It looks like you’ll be unable to replace/change the laces if they were to break —
not something I’m really a fan of. They were hidden for aesthetic purposes,
according to Tate Kuerbis, the Air Jordan 32’s designer.
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Something FastPass didn’t cover is the collar area, which is supposed to be
comprised of luxurious suede according to Jordan Brand . I would have liked to see
if this is actually the case or if Jordan opted to take the synthetic route again.

Enjoy the deconstruction of the Air Jordan 32 and feel free to share your thoughts
on the model below. Are you excited to play in a pair or do you have your eyes set
on something else?
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